Natural Genetic Transformation Generates a Population of Merodiploids in *Streptococcus pneumoniae*
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Abstract

Partial duplication of genetic material is prevalent in eukaryotes and provides potential for evolution of new traits. Prokaryotes, which are generally haploid in nature, can evolve new genes by partial chromosome duplication, known as merodiploidy. Little is known about merodiploid formation during genetic exchange processes, although merodiploids have been serendipitously observed in early studies of bacterial transformation. Natural bacterial transformation involves internalization of exogenous donor DNA and its subsequent integration into the recipient genome by homology. It contributes to the remarkable plasticity of the human pathogen *Streptococcus pneumoniae* through intra and interspecies genetic exchange. We report that lethal cassette transformation produced merodiploids possessing both intact and cassette-inactivated copies of the essential target gene, bordered by repeats (R) corresponding to incomplete copies of IS861. We show that merodiploidy is transiently stimulated by transformation, and only requires uptake of a ~3-kb DNA fragment partly repeated in the chromosome. We propose and validate a model for merodiploid formation, providing evidence that tandem-duplication (TD) formation involves unequal crossing-over resulting from alternative pairing and interchromatid integration of R. This unequal crossing-over produces a chromosome dimer, resolution of which generates a chromosome with the TD and an abortive chromosome lacking the duplicated region. We document occurrence of TDs ranging from ~100 to ~900 kb in size at various chromosomal locations, including by self-transformation (transformation with recipient chromosomal DNA). We show that self-transformation produces a population containing many different merodiploid cells. Merodiploidy provides opportunities for evolution of new genetic traits via alteration of duplicated genes, unrestricted by functional selective pressure. Transient stimulation of a varied population of merodiploids by transformation, which can be triggered by stresses such as antibiotic treatment in *S. pneumoniae*, reinforces the plasticity potential of this bacterium and transformable species generally.

Introduction

Partial duplications of genetic material provide potential for evolution of new traits in all kingdoms of life, with duplicated material able to evolve in the absence of functional selective pressure [1]. Such duplications are prevalent in eukaryotes, and were recently shown to be associated with susceptibility to diseases in the human population [2]. Duplications are also thought to provide genetic novelty in plants and yeast [3,4]. Although diploidy favors gene evolution, prokaryotes are generally haploid in nature, possessing a single copy of most genetic material. Despite this, partial chromosomal duplications, known as merodiploids, allow prokaryotes to evolve new genes. Historically, merodiploidy in bacteria was first suggested in studies of binary encapsulation created by genetic transformation in *Haemophilus influenzae* [3] and *Streptococcus pneumoniae* [6,7]. Subsequent studies have identified bacterial merodiploids, with various duplications uncovered in *S. pneumoniae* [8,9], *Bacillus subtilis* [10], *Escherichia coli* [11] and *Salmonella spp.* [12,13]. However, these studies frequently involved specific markers or chromosomal regions, and the structure and mechanisms of formation of these merodiploids have remained elusive. Extensive analysis conducted in *Salmonella enterica* led to the conclusion that in unselected laboratory cultures 0.005–3% of cells possess duplication of a specific gene [14], with the trade-off between their high formation rate and genetic instability resulting in a steady state after ~30 generations [15]. However, while it is generally accepted that natural merodiploids occur at relatively high rates in bacteria [16], similar detailed information is not available for any other species.

The most common form of merodiploidy is tandem duplication (TD), where duplicated regions remain adjacent in the chromosome. TDS are generally thought to form spontaneously by homologous recombination between direct repeat sequences such as insertion sequences (IS) or tRNA sequences [17–19], an idea
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Merodiploids are defined as cells possessing a partial duplication of their genetic material, which potentially allows evolution of new genes. Historically, some have been observed in studies of natural genetic transformation. Transformation allows the bacteria to take up foreign DNA and incorporate it into their genome by homology. It is key to the high diversity observed in the human pathogen Streptococcus pneumoniae (the pneumococcus). Here we show that transformation with self DNA generates a population of merodiploids with varied chromosomal duplications, up to almost half a genome in size. We show that formation of merodiploids by transformation only requires uptake of a small donor DNA fragment partially repeated in the chromosome. The donor repeat recombines with an alternative repeat on one arm of a replicating chromosome, whilst the non-repeated part recombines with its complement on the other arm, bridging the two. Subsequent recombination events generate a merodiploid chromosome with the region between the two repeats duplicated. Our results demonstrate that transformation, which is induced by stresses such as antibiotic treatments, transiently increases the ability of a population to form merodiploids. We suggest that creating a variety of merodiploids at a time of stress maximizes the adaptive potential of this pathogen.

supported by the fact that mutation of the recombinase RecA abrogates >90% of TD formation in S. enterica [15]. Such homologous recombination events may involve unequal crossing over between different repeat regions of sister chromatids during replication, resulting in production of a TD with a hybrid repeat sequence separating duplicated regions [16]. However, in S. pneumoniae the site of spontaneous duplication within the capsule locus appeared to be random and sequences flanking the different duplications were unique [20]. A recent study in S. enterica also suggested that RecA-driven recombination may not be the sole mechanism for TD formation. Authors showed that most TDs formed on a replicative plasmid were dependent on an active transposase and conjugative apparatus, and suggested single-strand annealing between transposase-nicked sister chromosomes as an alternative mechanism of TD formation [21].

There is little information regarding TD formation during genetic transfer processes such as genetic transformation, conjugation and transduction. TDs formed by phage transduction have previously been reported but formation was dependent on transduction on non-natural junctions, defined as those not naturally present in the host genome, and therefore somewhat artificial [11,12,22]. Similarly, non-natural junctions were used to document formation of duplications during transformation in B. subtilis [23]. In the human pathogen S. pneumoniae, merodiploids spontaneously generated by transformation have been identified, with cells expressing two polysaccharide capsules isolated [6,7]. However, the corresponding merodiploid structures have remained undefined and the mechanisms for their formation unknown.

The process of transformation involves internalization of single-stranded (ss) DNA fragments created from an exogenous double-stranded (ds) donor, and their integration into the recipient chromosome by homology. Here, we demonstrate that transformation of S. pneumoniae with homologous DNA generates TDs. Formation of these TDs does not require active transposases and is not dependent on non-natural donor junctions but only repeats present in both donor and host DNA. We establish that merodiploid formation involves alternative pairing of partly repeated (R) exogenous sequences resulting in interchromatid integration of internalized R ssDNA. These merodiploids produced by a genetic cross represent true merozygotes and occur throughout the genome. Transformation thus modulates the frequency of merodiploids in a pneumococcal population. These observations reveal a new, non-conservative facet of transformation in the major human pathogen S. pneumoniae, reinforcing the view that this species exhibits a great plasticity potential [24]. We discuss both the likelihood that the proposed model, relying on fundamental homologous recombination steps, applies to other transformable species, and the evolutionary potential offered by transformation-generated merodiploidy.

Results

A 107.4 kb merodiploid produced by lethal cassette transformation

During study of the essential pneumococcal gene codY, we identified two independent suppressing mutations allowing survival of otherwise lethal codY::trim mutant cells in the encapsulated strain D39 [25]. We attempted to recreate this genotype in laboratory strain R1502 by transformation with chromosomal DNA possessing the codY::trim cassette and the suppressing mutations. In reasonable agreement with our previous report [25], trimethoprim resistant (TrimK) transformants appeared with a frequency of ~0.0020 relative to the spoI41 reference marker (confering resistance to streptomycin, SmR). However, a selected TrimK transformant (R2597) possessed neither suppressing mutation, but harboured both wildtype and codY::trim loci (Figure S1). This suggested that duplication of the codY region allowed R2597 to tolerate inactivation of one copy of codY. To identify the extent of the duplication, we sequenced the entire R2597 genome. Results showed that R2597 possesses a large duplication (Figure 1A), bordered by truncated IS861 sequences (Figure 1B and Figure S2A). This 107.4 kb duplication includes the codY region (Figure 1C). Sequence analysis revealed that total coverage of the duplicated region was lower than twice that of a strain lacking the duplication (Figure S2B) and trim sequence had lower coverage than codY sequence (Figure 1D) indicating that the codY::trim duplication was under-represented. This suggested instability of the duplicated material, which would be expected from a TD in the chromosome (Figure 2A) or a circular 107.4 kb extrachromosomal element (pop-out; Figure S3AB). Both of these should harbor an identical new junction (E:: trim::codY::::R+; Figure 2A and Figure S3AB), which was detected by PCR of R2597 (Figure 2A), sequencing of which revealed a chimeric IS861 made of parts of upstream (R+) and downstream (R-) IS861 sequences (Figure 2B).

To distinguish between a chromosomal TD and an extrachromosomal element, we analyzed R2597 by pulse-field gel electrophoresis (PFGE), and hybridization with codY and trim probes, as different restriction maps were predicted (Table S1). A ~133-kb codY::trim arrangement; trim-specific fragments predicted for this arrangement were also observed (Figure S3C). However, R2597 contained in addition a wildtype-like (224.6-kb) codY::trim-arrangement; trim-specific fragments predicted for this arrangement were also observed (Figure S3C). However, R2597 contained in addition a wildtype-like (224.6-kb) codY::trim-arrangement (Figure 2C). Together with the low band intensity of the ~133-kb codY::trim-arrangement (Figure 2C), this revealed a mixed population with both non-TD (i.e., wildtype-like) and TD cells present in R2597 culture. Most likely, growth in absence of Trim prior to analyses resulted in partial loss of the duplication, explaining the under-representation observed in both genome...
sequencing and PFGE. We conclude that an unstable TD of 107.4 kb was created in R2597, rendering it merodiploid for codY and allowing mutation of one copy of the gene, and subsequent survival of otherwise lethal recombinants during Trim R selection.

**Self-transformation stimulates merodiploid formation**

R2597 was isolated following transformation with chromosomal DNA (containing codY::trim). To determine whether a sequence in the chromosomal DNA could stimulate merodiploid formation, we transformed cells with codY::trim (conferring trimethoprim resistance) or codY::spc (conferring spectinomycin resistance) PCR fragments in the presence or absence of isogenic chromosomal DNA. Co-transformation of chromosomal DNA stimulated formation of merodiploids between 6 and 8-fold (Figure 3A). PCR analysis of 10 clones recovered from the codY::trim transformation or the codY::trim plus R800 DNA transformation showed that both codY and trim sequences were present in all clones (Figure 3B). Out of 10 clones tested (5 from each transformation), 9 possessed the TD junction (Figure 3C). PFGE and hybridization analysis, and sequencing of the junction of clone 11 (R3023) confirmed the presence of a 107.4 kb TD but with a codY+/codY::trim arrangement instead of the opposite arrangement observed with R2597 (Figure 3DE, Figure S4A and S4C, and Table S1).

Analysis of clone 1 (R3022), lacking the TD junction, uncovered a small duplication of the codY locus with a codY+/codY::trim arrangement lacking flanking repeats (duplication of 3,276 bp, 1,422,105–1,425,381 on R6 genome, Figure S1B–E). Although the mechanisms of formation of such a duplication remain unclear, similar small duplications lacking flanking repeats have previously been documented in *S. pneumoniae* [20]. We confirmed formation of merodiploids independently of competence in pneumococcal cells by detecting the TD junction by PCR in a strain unable to develop competence (R1501; unpublished observations). These results suggested firstly that merodiploids occur at basal levels in a *S. pneumoniae* population, accounting for the appearance of transformants with only codY::trim or codY::spc PCR fragments as donor, and secondly that transformation transiently stimulated their formation. However, the alternative possibility that transformation was facilitating, by some ill-defined mechanism, the emergence of pre-existing merodiploids could not be formally excluded.

**Transformation with R-NRf fragments triggers merodiploidy**

Transformation-induced merodiploidy was investigated further with the aim of distinguishing between the two possibilities, duplication made by transformation or simple trapping of a pre-existing duplication. Since the identified TDs were flanked by IS861 repeat sequences (Figure 2A), and separated by a hybrid IS861 sequence (Figure 2B), we hypothesized that an alternative pairing event between donor DNA and host chromosome, followed by an unequal crossing over, could generate merodiploids during transformation. This would be dependent on a donor fragment containing R as well as associated non-repeated flanking sequence (NR-f). To test this, we amplified R-NRf PCR fragments...
representing R1-A and R2-Z (Figure 2A) and co-transformed cells with codY::trim and R1-A or R2-Z. Co-transformation increased the frequency of codY::trim 'lethal cassette' transformants up to 8-fold (Figure 4A) compared to transformation with codY::trim alone. All tested clones possessed the same TD, and sequencing of the junction of three of them identified three distinct R2/1 recombination junctions (Figure 4B). Identical transformation with similarly-sized PCR fragments lacking repeat sequences, AB, had no effect on frequency of lethal cassette transformants (Figure 4A). Furthermore, donor fragments containing R1 or R2 alone (i.e., without NRf) also had no effect (Figure 4C), showing that the R-NRf 'hybrid' structure of the donor fragment is key to merodiploid formation.

Model for formation of merodiploids by transformation

Based on these observations, we elaborated a general model for merodiploid formation by transformation (Figure 5A), where alternative pairing of R-NRf donor fragments (red) leads to interchromatid integration, bridging the neosynthesized (blue) and parental (black) chromatids of a partially replicated chromosome. Alternative pairing is crucial to our model, occurring here by initial pairing of donor R1 with R2 in the host chromosome, displacing the neosynthesized strand, followed by pairing of flanking A with A on the sister chromatid (Figure 5A). Subsequent restoration of sister chromatid continuity (Figure 5B) results in unequal crossing-over, creating a chromosome dimer. Resolution of this dimer generates a merodiploid chromosome (possessing two copies of codY) and an abortive chromosome lacking codY (Figure 5D). Our results showed that R1-A and R2-Z were equally efficient at generating merodiploids (Figure 4A). We suggest that this is because R1-A can bridge chromatids associating loci 2 and 3 and R2-Z can bridge loci 1 and 4 (Figure 5A), the resulting recombinant chromosomes being indistinguishable.

The break in the complementary chromatid resulting from interchromatid integration of R1-R2 can be repaired spontaneously through invasion of the sister chromatid by the displaced R2 neosynthesized strand (blue) (Figure 5B). We also envisioned an alternative donor DNA-directed break repair mechanism involving interchromatid integration of donor R2-Z (Figure 5C). R2-Z fragment integration would require displacement of both the parental R1 strand (creating R1/2) and neosynthesized Z strand, bridging the gap between chromatids. Consistent with this model, transformation with both R1-A and R2-Z donor fragments increased the frequency of TrimK transformants by up to 10-fold, an increased efficiency compared to either fragment alone (Figure 4A). To determine whether observed cooperativity of donor fragments was dependent on polarity, we co-transformed cells with combinations of four donor fragments (R1-A, R2-Z, X-R1, E-R2; Figures 2A and 4D). Results showed that only donor fragments of the same polarity are able to cooperate to restore complementary strand integrity during merodiploid formation (Figure 4E). Thus, restoration of complementary strand integrity...
can occur either spontaneously or via interchromatid integration of an exogenous fragment, allowing chromosome dimer creation, and subsequent merodiploid formation (Figure 5D).

A predicted consequence of the repair of the complementary chromatid is the formation of an abortive chromosome, subsequent to the creation of the X-R1/2-Z junction (Figure 5E). We were able to detect this abortive chromosome junction by specific PCR on unselected cultures 30 minutes after transformation with R-NRf fragments (Figure 5E), showing that this junction is indeed produced. Analysis of the junction sequence produced by PCR on R1-A-transformed culture showed a long region of mixed sequence (Figure 5E), suggesting that a number of different alternative pairing events had occurred within the population of merodiploids produced.

Alternative pairing of R fragments is frequent

While sequencing of junctions provided evidence for alternative pairing of R segments (Figures 2B, 3E and 4B), the overall frequency of such events in the transformed population remained unknown. To further validate our model and obtain an estimate of this frequency, we took advantage of a previous observation that the generalized mismatch repair system (Hex) of S. pneumoniae can be saturated by excess mismatches [26,27]. Hex operates on transformation intermediates, ejecting donor DNA from transformation heteroduplexes when 1–2 mismatches are present [28,29]. A larger number of mismatches can result in saturation of Hex, rendering it unable to repair a single mismatch elsewhere in the genome. The R1 and R2 fragments share 96% sequence identity, with the 4% divergence a target for Hex if alternative pairing occurs. We therefore investigated the ability of these fragments to saturate Hex by comparing transformation efficiency of two Hex sensitive point mutations, rif23 and nov1 (conferring resistance to rifampicin, RifR, and to novobiocin, NovR, respectively) on chromosomal donor DNA with or without R-NRf fragments. Addition of R-NRf fragments resulted in a net increase in RifR and NovR transformation efficiencies in a hex+ recipient, indicative of escape from mismatch repair (Figure 5F). We conclude that Hex was saturated in 50% of cells, establishing that alternative pairing is a frequent event when a culture is transformed with a DNA fragment harboring a region repeated in the recipient chromosome.

Transformation does not select pre-existing structures but creates de novo merodiploids

Detection of abortive chromosome junctions on unselected cells shortly after transformation (Figure 5E) supported the idea of merodiploid formation by transformation irrespective of lethal selection. To provide further evidence for this, we detected TD and abortive chromosome junctions by PCR on transformed cultures at different times post-transformation with R-NRf.
fragments. The TD junction was readily detected in the transformed population as early as 10 min after DNA internalization (Figure 6A). Such timing is consistent with previous data indicating completion of ssDNA integration within ~10 min after uptake [30]. This result confirmed that R-NRf fragments promote merodiploidy in the absence of the codY::trim lethal cassette and therefore independently of selection. Since self-transformation generated the same merodiploids as R-NRf transformation (Figure 3), TD junctions were expected to be present in cultures transformed with self DNA in the absence of selection. PCR on self-transformed cultures confirmed their presence (Figure 6C) supporting the view that transformation creates de novo merodiploids.

The abortive chromosome was detected by PCR on the same transformed cultures (Figure 6B). Similarly to TD junctions, abortive chromosome junctions were readily detected in cultures transformed with self DNA in the absence of selection (Figure 6C). Interestingly, the abortive chromosome junctions disappeared 100 minutes after uptake, presumably due to cell division, and loss of abortive cells, whereas TD junctions persisted (Figure 6B and 6C).

To definitely prove that the detected junctions were created by transformation and specifically depend upon physical integration of the exogenous R-NRf donor fragment, we mutated three bases at the 5′ end of R in R 1-A to insert a restriction site (BamHI), creating R 1*-A. We transformed cells with codY::trim and R 1*-A PCR fragments, and recovered Trim R clones. TD junction PCRs of 3/4 tested clones were sensitive to BamHI restriction, confirming integration of donor R 1*-A (Figure 6D, left panel). The single insensitive PCR fragment was presumably derived from a spontaneous TD. Furthermore, PCR fragments amplified from cultures transformed with R 1*-A alone were sensitive to BamHI restriction, confirming integration of the donor R 1*-A fragment in the absence of any selection (Figure 6D, left panel). Taken together, these results demonstrate that transformation does not simply select pre-existing merodiploids from a population but actively promotes formation of de novo merodiploids.

Transformation creates merodiploids throughout the genome

In order to determine whether creation of merodiploids by transformation is a general phenomenon, we investigated the triggering of merodiploidy at different chromosomal sites. We identified two other pairs of truncated IS repeat regions, each sharing >90% homology and separated respectively by 144.1 (site #2) and 210.6 (site #3) kb (Figure 7A and Figure S5AB). Transformation with R-NRf fragments corresponding to sites #2 and #3 triggered appropriate merodiploid formation, detected by
Figure 5. Model of merodiploid formation during pneumococcal transformation. (A) Alternative pairing between R-NRF sequences triggers unequal crossing over. Letters as in Figure 1D. (B) Spontaneous restoration of complementary strand integrity. (C) Restoration of complementary strand integrity stimulated by R2-Z donor fragment. (D) Resolution of chromosome dimer to produce one tandem-duplicated chromosome and one abortive chromosome. oriC, origin of replication; terC, terminus of replication; Δ, deletion; †, abortive chromosome. (E) Predicted abortive chromosome structure. Layout as in Figure 2A. Red square: abortive chromosome junction. Detection of abortive chromosome junction by primers in Figure 3C. Diagram of R1/2 sequence at abortive chromosome junction amplified after R1-A transformation, determined by sequencing of PCR fragments. Vertical lines, R1/R2 mismatches; red horizontal line, mixed sequence. (F) Saturation of the Hex system establishes frequent alternative pairing of R-NRF fragment. Transformation efficiencies of RifR and NovR point mutations (carried by R304 chromosomal DNA) compared in hex<sup>Δ</sup> (R246) or hex<sup>Δ</sup> (R800) recipients in the presence or absence of R-NRF PCR fragments. Transformation efficiencies normalized to SmR (rpsL41) point mutation, resistant to Hex, hex<sup>Δ</sup> recipient, shades of gray; hex<sup>Δ</sup> recipient, shades of blue.

doi:10.1371/journal.pgen.1003819.g005
PCR specific for the TD junctions (i.e., E-R4/3-A and E-R6/5-A; Figure S5CD) (Figure 7B). Sequencing of these junctions identified R4/3 and R6/5 mixed recombination sites (Figure S5EF).

Self-transformation should also provide the recipient population with the R-NRf fragments required to produce any of the TDs shown in Figure 7A. PCR detection of junctions specific for site #1-3 TDs on the same self-transformed cells harvested 40 minutes after uptake of isogenic chromosomal DNA confirmed that all three TDs were created within the same transformed population (Figure 7C). We conclude that self-transformation is capable of simultaneously producing a large variety of merodiploids in a population.

Finally, to determine whether formation of a much larger merodiploid could be stimulated by transformation, we transformed cells with the R4-Z donor fragment, and selected Trim R transformants. R4 shares 98% identity with R2 over 1002 bp, and alternative pairing of donor R4 with chromosomal R2 should promote formation of a 935.6 kb merodiploid, duplicating codY and allowing insertion of codY::trim (Figure 7A). R4-Z increased transformation efficiency of codY::trim PCR 3-fold, suggesting merodiploid formation (data not shown). This was confirmed by transformation with only R4-Z and detection of the specific TD junction (E-R2/4-A; Figure S5G) by PCR on transformed culture (Figure 7D). Sequencing of this TD junction confirmed R2/4 recombination (Figure S5H). These results demonstrate that transformation-induced merodiploidy is a general process which can occur at many chromosomal locations, and that over 40% of the pneumococcal genome can be duplicated as the result of the uptake and processing of a single short R-NRf ssDNA fragment.

Discussion

Starting from a case study, the characterization of a merodiploid transformant obtained by mutating the essential pneumococcal gene codY [25], we provide evidence that merodiploidy promoted by self-transformation is a general phenomenon in the pneumococcus. Merodiploid formation relies on transformation with a donor DNA fragment consisting of R, a segment repeated in the recipient chromosome, flanked by NRf, its non-repeated flank. The mechanistic model proposed and validated in this study relies on alternative pairing of R (i.e., pairing at a secondary chromosomal copy) allowing subsequent homologous NRf pairing on the sister chromatid, which leads to interchromatid integration of the R-NRf exogenous fragment (Figure 5A–C). The resulting unequal crossing-over simultaneously creates a TD and generates a chromosome dimer, which upon resolution produces a chromosome with the TD and an abortive chromosome lacking the duplicated region (Figure 5D). Supporting this model, transformation with R-NRf fragments promoted predictable merodiploid formation (Figure 4A), with TD and abortive chromosome junctions identified (Figures 4B, 5E and 6).

Furthermore, evidence for frequent alternative pairing of R was obtained (Figure 5F) and specific chromosomal integration of donor R was confirmed (Figure 6D). Underlying mechanisms of merodiploid formation by transformation

Alternative pairing of R is a crucial step of our model (Figure 5A). RecA-directed homology search being random, R
presumably has an equal chance of pairing with each chromosomal repeat and our data show that alternative pairing is frequent, occurring in >50% of cells (Figure 5F). Whilst pairing initiating at the ‘normal’ site (defined by its NRf) would result in RecA-driven synapsis extending into the NRf region, alternative pairing of R occurring first allows NRf to pair with its homologue in the sister chromatid, the second key feature of our model (Figure 5A). Such pairing is presumably facilitated by three-dimensional homology search [31] involving intersegmental contact sampling catalyzed by RecA [32]. Alternative pairing leading to interchromatid integration introduces a break in the complementary chromatid (Figure 5B). Restoration of complementary strand integrity, required to recover a double-stranded chromosome structure, can occur through alternative pairing and interchromatid integration of a second independently taken up R-NRf fragment (Figures 5C and 4A).

Figure 7. Transformation-triggered merodiploidy is a general process. (A) Chromosomal location of generated TDs. Size, identity and homology of repeat sequences noted. (B) PCR detection of TD junctions in the transformed population 40 min after uptake of appropriate R-NRf fragments (R1-A+R2-Z; R1-A+R3-Z; R2-A+R3-Z). (C) PCR detection of TD junctions in the transformed population 40 min after self-transformation. PCRs carried out on same culture of transformed cells. Control PCRs without transforming DNA on the same cells as in Figure 5B. (D) Detection of TD -4 junction by PCR with primers in Figure S5G, PCR carried out on population transformed with R4-Z fragment. (E) Schematic representation of proposed evolutionary potential of merodiploidy triggered by transformation. Stresses such as antibiotics can induce competence in S. pneumoniae and other species [48]. NC, non-competent; C, competent; TD, tandem-duplication where numbers represent different merodiploids. Small arrows indicate subsequent cell divisions. Crossed-out TD indicates loss of duplication due to intrinsic instability.
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A single short donor fragment triggers >900 kb-long duplications

Remarkably, alternative pairing of a donor fragment as short as ~3 kb triggers duplication of long chromosomal regions, ranging from the 107.4 kb TD observed in the codY::trim merodiploid R2597 (Figures 1 and 2) up to 933.6 kb (Figure 7A). This is reminiscent of an old observation that PI phage transduction allowed the production of a transductant in which a duplication much larger than the quantity of PI phage genetic material was produced [11]. The authors concluded that “…the requirements for transduction of the ‘condition of merodiploidy’ appear to be the cotransduction of the [TD junction]…” and implicated “A mechanism whereby two recipient chromosomes interact with the transduced [junction]… to regenerate the TD …”. This outcome is in essence very similar to what we describe, although the mechanisms involved differ significantly. Merodiploid formation by transformation, involving internalization and processing of ssDNA rather than dsDNA, does not require uptake of a pre-existing TD junction but only a small R-NRf fragment. Intercromatid integration of this fragment is sufficient to trigger a cascade of recombination/repair events, ultimately leading to production of a merodiploid chromosome with a long TD. This process potentially occurs at many places in the pneumococcal chromosome, as demonstrated in Figure 7.

Efficiency of merodiploid formation by transformation

The frequency of duplications in a growing bacterial population is considered to range in Escherichia coli and Salmonella typhimurium from >10⁻² to ~10⁻⁴ [16,17], and 0.005–3% of cells in an unselected laboratory culture of Salmonella enterica were estimated to contain duplication of a specified gene [14]. In S. pneumoniae, transformation frequencies with codY::trim PCR alone (Figure 3A) suggest that ~0.05% of the recipient cells already possessed a codY duplication. We showed that 4 out of 5 transformants tested had the same TD junction as the transformation-generated merodiploids (Figure 3C). S. pneumoniae thus has basal levels of merodiploidy in noncompetent cells, and transformation can be viewed as a mechanism that transiently augments the formation of merodiploids in a population. For merodiploids generated by transformation with a R-NRf fragment, a rough estimate of the expected frequency of codY::trim transformants, assuming that every alternative pairing event promoted merodiploid formation (i.e., that each cell could accept the lethal cassette), indicates that the observed frequency is between 100 and 1000-fold lower than this expectation. This could result from a failure to restore complementary strand integrity and/or a reduced probability of interchromatid interactions, hence of interchromatid pairing of NRf, due to nucleoid organization and/or choreography [36]. Nevertheless, the isolation of the R2597 merodiploid after transformation with chromosomal DNA carrying the lethal codY::trim cassette and two independent suppressors, rather than a transformant having acquired the two suppressors, indicates that merodiploid formation is more frequent than simultaneous transformation by two independent mutations.

Merodiploidy and mutation of essential genes

The initial merodiploid in this study was identified via transformation with chromosomal DNA containing a lethal cassette, mutating the essential codY gene [25]. We have shown that both pre-existing and transformation-generated merodiploids allowed tolerance of the otherwise lethal codY::trim cassette. These observations show that the study of essential pneumococcal genes through inactivation by transformation carries its own potential drawback, as merodiploidy can obscure the results. This was illustrated when the cldX gene, encoding part of the Clp protease in S. pneumoniae, was shown to be an essential gene [37] after initial publication of a cldX mutant strain [38]. Authors suggested that mutation of cldX occurred in a merodiploid cell which maintained wild-type and mutated copies of the gene [37]. Coupled with our observations that a basal level of spontaneous merodiploid formation exists within a population and that transformation with self DNA can transiently increase the formation of merodiploids, these results suggest that great care should be taken when attempting to mutate genes with important roles in pneumococcal physiology, and that rigorous validation of successful mutation is essential.

Evolutionary potential of transformation-triggered merodiploidy

We have demonstrated that pneumococcal transformation increases the formation of merodiploids. It is thus particularly relevant that competence for genetic transformation is induced in response to antibiotics [39], constituting a pneumococcal SOS substitute [30]. This provides the pneumococcus with maximum potential for plasticity, including merodiploid formation, at a time when adaptation is crucial for survival. Interestingly, the increase in merodiploidy via transformation does not require the presence of non-self exogenous DNA but readily occurs with chromosomal DNA that could be released by daughter cells in the culture. Thus, the occurrence of fratricide within pneumococcal cultures [40] could provide the competent cells encountering adverse conditions with a transiently increased adaptive potential subsequent to transformation-generated gene duplication. The production of merodiploids by self-transformation thus constitutes a new, non-conservative facet of pneumococcal transformation in the sense that it creates novel junctions (the TD junction). In addition, the resulting gene duplications, allowing mutation of duplicated material without the constraints of selective pressure, are likely to be of great evolution potential [16]. We conclude that merodiploidy stimulated by transformation produces a wide variety of merodiploids within a population, maximising the adaptive potential of the transformed population in response to conditions of stress (Figure 7E).

Merodiploidy triggered by self-transformation, a mechanism shared by all transformable species?

Our validated model for merodiploid formation relies on canonical homologous recombination and repair steps. These
are likely to be shared by any organism. This is supported by the fact that the vast majority of duplications (>90%) are RecA-dependent [15] and none of the steps leading to merodiploidy during pneumococcal transformation differ from those documented in E. coli or Salmonella species [11,14,17]. In light of the conservation of the transformation machinery, including the presence of the transformation-dedicated RecA loader DprA in transformable species [34,41], it is likely that merodiploidy can be triggered by transformation in most species. The previous findings that chromosomal integration of foreign DNA linked, on one side, to a piece of DNA homologous to the recipient chromosome that chromosomal integration of foreign DNA linked, on one side, to a piece of DNA homologous to the recipient chromosome occurred with similar characteristics in species as phylogenetically distant as S. pneumoniae, Acinetobacter sp. and Pseudomonas stutzeri [42–44] further support the view that basic transformation mechanisms are conserved. It is therefore quite likely that merodiploidy promoted by self-transformation is a transient plasticity mechanism shared by all transformable species.

Materials and Methods

Bacterial strains, culture and transformation conditions

S. pneumoniae strains and primers are described in Table S2. CSP-induced transformation was performed as described previously [45], using precompetent cells treated at 37°C for 10 min with synthetic CSP1 (100 ng mL⁻¹). After addition of transforming DNA, cells were incubated for 20 min at 30°C. Transformants were selected by plating on CAT-agar supplemented with 4% horse blood, followed by challenge with a 10 mL overlay containing kanamycin (250 μg mL⁻¹), Nov (4 μg mL⁻¹), Rif (2 μg mL⁻¹), spectinomycin (100 μg mL⁻¹), Sm (200 μg mL⁻¹) or Trim (20 μg mL⁻¹), after phenotypic expression for 120 min at 37°C.

Specifics of experiments for merodiploid formation with R-NRf PCR fragments, for creation and detection of IS861 TD and AC junctions, for detection of other TD junctions and for self-transformation are described in Text S1.

Whole-genome sequencing of D39 and D39ΔcodY

Roche 454 FLX whole genome sequencing was performed by LGC Genomics (Berlin, Germany) using genomic DNA isolated from mid-log cultures by the Genomic DNA kit (Qiagen). For each strain, a single read library and a 3-kb span paired-end library were generated and sequenced according to Roche standard protocols. A total of 451,127 reads (96,405 of which contained paired ends passing quality filtering) were obtained for R1502 (59-fold coverage), and 367,897 reads with 137,473 paired ends were obtained for R2597 (64-fold coverage).

Data from the sequencing runs were mapped to the reference R5 strain (Acc.no.: NC_003090) using Roche GS Mapper [Release 2.3 (091027_1459)], and coverage data was extracted from the alignment results. Sequence coverage was defined as the number of times any given genomic base is represented in sequence reads. The loess function as implemented in the Loess R package was used to plot a smoothed line of the coverage as a function of genomic position.

PFGE and hybridization

PFGE analysis was based on a published protocol [46,47]. Strains were grown in THY medium until OD₅₅₀ 0.2, and digestions carried out with ApaI, SnaII and Smal enzymes. To create hybridization probes, codY or trim PCR fragments were amplified with scodY1/scodY2 (D39) or strim1/strim2 (TD80) primer pairs.

Supporting Information

Figure S1 Further analysis of the R2597 merodiploid strain. (A) Structure of the codY⁺ and codY⁺:trim loci. Primers used for codY⁺ (red color) and codY⁺:trim (blue color) region in panel B are indicated, together with predicted fragment sizes. codY⁺:trim PCR fragments are 6 bp shorter than codY⁺ fragments. codY⁺ (codYtag and codY4) and trim (trim1 and trim2) specific primers were used to generate PCR fragments discriminating between codY⁺ and codY⁺:trim. Relevant restriction sites introduced with the trim cassette are also indicated. (B) PCR probing of the structure of the codY region in strains TD80 (codY⁺:trim donor) and R2597 (trim⁺ transformant). Lanes C and D, trim-specific fragments (blue arrowheads); lanes A and E, codY⁺-specific fragments (red arrowheads). M, kb ladder.

Figure S2 Further analysis of whole genome sequence of R2597. (A) Coverage of the left hand limit of the duplication shows around 2/3 of the IS861L is duplicated. (B) Estimation of the coverage of the extra copy of the codY chromosomal region. The coverage for the duplicated region was estimated by using locally weighted scatterplot smoothing (LOESS) on coverage as a function of genomic position. Coverage of the duplicated material (green dots) is lower than for the terC region, suggesting under-representation of the duplicated region at the time total DNA was extracted for genome sequencing.

Figure S3 Further analysis of R2597 by PFGE, and predicted restriction maps. (A) Predicted restriction map of codY⁺ extrachromosomal element. (B) Predicted restriction map of codY⁺:trim extrachromosomal element. (C) PFGE analysis of R2597. Chromosomal DNA of strains R1502 and R2597 was digested with Smal, SacII and ApaI restriction enzymes and probed with codY⁺ or a mixture of codY⁺ and trim (1:1 ratio) probes. Both ethidium-bromide-stained gel and corresponding hybridization are shown. M, kb ladder (HindIII-digested λ DNA). Open arrows, restriction fragments, predicted in Table S1. Arrowheads, fragments revealed by hybridization; blue color, trim specific; red color, codY specific supernumerary fragment. Smal PFGE with codY⁺ hybridization can be found in Figure 1E. Although the lanes shown were part of the same initial gel/membrane, lanes present between them have been removed to simplify comparison between lanes. (D) Predicted restriction map of wild-type chromosome covering duplicated region. (E) Predicted restriction map of R2597, containing a codY⁺:trim/codY⁺ TD.

Figure S4 Further analysis of R3022 and R3023 by PFGE, and predicted restriction maps. (A) Predicted restriction map of R3023, containing a codY⁺/codY⁺:trim TD. (B) Restriction map of R3022, containing a very small codY⁺/codY⁺:trim TD. (C) PFGE and hybridization analysis of clones R3022 and R3023, as for R2597 in Figure S3C. Hybridization of chromosomal DNA with codY⁺ specific probe and digestion by Smal, ApaI and SacII. Open red arrows, wildtype ethidium bromide-stained bands; closed red arrowheads, codY⁺/codY⁺:trim-specific bands and hybridizations in R3023; open red arrowheads; faint wildtype bands in R3023 sample; closed red arrowheads, codY⁺-specific bands in R3022. All band sizes as predicted in Table S1. Although the lanes shown were part of the same initial gel/membrane, lanes present between them have been removed to simplify comparison between lanes. (D) Scale map of TD region in R3022 strain. Primers codY6 and trim2 used to amplify 3,277 bp TD-specific fragment. (E) PCR
amplification of small TD-specific junction from R3022, absent from wild-type and R3023 merodiploids controls.

(EPS)

**Figure S5** Identities of TDs #2, #3 and #4. (A) Scale map of TD #2 duplication limits. (B) Scale map of TD #3 duplication limits. (C) Predicted chromosome structure of TD #2. A-E, duplicated regions; R3/R4, IS661 repeats; blue rectangle, TD junction, with primers used to amplify, and fragment size indicated. (D) Predicted chromosome structure of TD #3. A-E, duplicated regions; IS661 repeats; red rectangle, TD junction, with primers used to amplify, and fragment size indicated. (E) Hybrid R4/3 sequence of TD junction #2. Layout as in Figure 2B. (F) Hybrid R6/5 sequence of TD junction #3. Layout as in Figure 2B. (G) Predicted chromosome structure of TD #4. A-E, duplicated regions; R3/R4, IS661 repeats; violet rectangle, TD junction, with primers used to amplify, and fragment size indicated. (H) Hybrid R2/4 sequence of TD junction #4. Layout as in Figure 2B.

(EPS)

**Table S1** Predicted restriction maps of the codA region(s) with or without he 107.4 kb duplication.

**Table S2** Strains and primers used in this study.

**Text S1** Supplementary Materials and Methods.
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